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Shell Pullover                            s/m, m/l                                     160 / 368
50% Brushed Baby Alpaca, 50% Oeko-Tex Certified Undyed Baby Alpaca
Boxy crewneck pullover with all over stitch detail
Sepia, Cloud

Box Bomber                               s/m, m/l                                        186 / 428
75% Baby Alpaca, 25% Pima Cotton
Slightly cropped, wide boxy cardigan with wood buttons and overall textured stitch
Smoky Quartz, Limestone

Quilted Bomber                         s/m, m/l                                    172 / 396
100% Brushed Baby Alpaca
Slightly cropped, wide cardigan with double layered quilted stitch, shell buttons 
Fawn, Ecru



Sweatshirt Sweater                   s/m, m/l                                   250 / 574
50% Carbon Neutral Wool, 50% Climate Beneficial Alpaca
This yarn is sourced from small farms in NY state who are signed on to a Fibershed 
Climate Beneficial program. Note that colors may vary slightly  - this is undyed, the 
color comes from the alpacas which can varry season to season.

Slouchy crew neck in textured stitch, knit in NYC
Earth, Natural, Charcoal

Lounge Trouser                            s, m, l                                      140 / 322
100% Baby Alpaca, Oeko-Tex Certified Undyed
Fine gauge loose tapered pant with gathered elastic waist, side seam pockets 
Chestnut, Heather

Lounge Turtleneck                      s, m, l                                      120 / 276
100% Baby Alpaca, Oeko-Tex Certified Undyed
Fine gauge loose turtleneck with rib hem, cuffs and a doulble layer neck
Chestnut, Heather 



Handknit Cloud Cardigan        s/m, m/l                                    320 / 736
56% Alpaca, 44% Pima Cotton
Handknit oversized cardigan in a dimensional bobble stitch, handmade buttons                                                      
Smoke, Heather

Loose Pullover                           s/m, m/l                                    170 / 390
100% Organic Cotton space dyed in botanical dyes
Boxy pullover with fold over collar, rib cuffs
Smoky Quartz, Sand

Kimono Cardigan                       s/m, m/l                                    200 / 460
100% Organic Cotton space dyed in botanical dyes
Open cardigan with rib cuffs and side seam pockets
Smoky Quartz, Sand

Artisan Styles

The pullover and cardigan are hand loomed with organic cotton that’s been hand 
dyed with botanical dyes, indiginous Peruvian plants. Note that colors may vary 
slightly due to the seasonal and handmade nature of the dyes.

The Cloud Cardigan is hand knit by one artisan woman, each piece takes several 
days to make. 



Big Sweatshirt                              s, m, l                                         66 / 152
100% Organic Cotton Fleece
Oversized crewneck with shoulder gusset 
Natural, Black

Easy Sweatshirt                           s, m, l                                         63 / 144
100% Organic Cotton Fleece
Boxy crewneck with shoulder gusset 
Natural, Black

Easy Sweatpant                            s, m, l                                        69 / 158
100% Organic Cotton Fleece
Elastic waist pant, loose fit with inseam gusset and pockets
Natural, Black



Mockneck Dress                          s, m, l                                        72 / 166
100% Organic Cotton Jersey
Boxy dress with rib mockneck back seam gusset, squared armholes
Natural, Black

Box Mockneck                             s, m, l                                         54 / 124          
100% Organic Cotton Jersey
Boxy mockneck with rib neck and hem, squared armholes
Natural, Black

Long John                                     s, m, l                                         67 / 154          
100% Organic Cotton Jersey
Elastic waist pant with wide rib cuffs and side seam pockets
Natural, Black



Marled Rib Hat                                                                                  42 / 96
75% Oeko-Tex Certified Undyed Baby Alpaca, 25% Wool
Double layered rib hat in marled tonal yarns 
Sepia, Cloud

Mesh Scarf                                                                                       65 / 150
89% Alpaca, 11% Polyamide Boucle
Oversized shawl or scarf, widens at the middle, fringe and mesh stitch
Ecru, Charcoal, Dune, Earth

Rib Hat                                                                                                38 / 88      
89% Alpaca, 11% Polyamide Boucle
Double layer wide rib beanie
Ecru, Charcoal, Dune, Earth
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Delivery 9/15 - 9/30

$1,500 Minimum Order
3 pcs / color / style minimum

30% deposit due when order is confirmed
Balance due at shipping

Orders Close 3/19/21

SALES  ADA  ada@alltheyoungladies.com

BRAND  LEAH  leah@wolhide.com

TERMS

All industrial machine knit sweaters are made at our small family run factory in Peru with a dedication to quality in 
their machine work and hand finishing work.

Hand-loomed pieces are made with artisan partners in Peru. A certified Fair Trade company offering jobs to mostly 
women in their local community.

Cut & Sew Easy pieces are made in the USA from fiber to finishing with cotton that’s organically grown and  
sustainably processed. The natural color is undyed, washed with a plant based scour while the black is dyed with a 
low impact dye in a circular system where waste water is treated and recycled back into their processing. 
These are sewn at a small family run factory in PA offering fair wages to the local community. 

The Sweatshirt Sweater is knit in NYC with yarns from NY state. A bio regional, cl imate beneficial product. The alpaca 
farms are signed on to Fibershed certified climate beneficial practices to rebuild their soil health, enabling them to 
sequester more carbon than they emit. The sheep farms are in the process of signing on to the program but are 
currently carbon neutral operations.

PRODUCTION


